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a b s t r a c t 
The Dawn spacecraft arrived at dwarf planet Ceres in spring 2015 and imaged its surface from four suc- 
cessively lower polar orbits at ground sampling dimensions between ∼1.3 km/px and ∼35 m/px. To under- 
stand the geological history of Ceres a mapping campaign was initiated to produce a set of 15 quadrangle- 
based geological maps using the highest-resolution Framing Camera imagery. Here we present the geo- 
logical map of the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle, which is located at the equator encompassing the region 
from 22 °N to 22 °S and 288 ° to 360 °E. The total relief within the quadrangle is 11.1 km with altitudes 
ranging from about −7.3 km to + 3.8 km. We identiﬁed nine geological units based on surface morphol- 
ogy and surface textural characteristics. The dominant and most widespread unit is the cratered terrain 
( crt ) representing ancient reworked crustal material. Its consistent formation age across the quadrangle is 
1.8 Ga. Two ediﬁces (unit th ), Ahuna Mons and an unnamed tholus within Begbalel Crater, are interpreted 
to be of (cryo)volcanic origin. The southwest portion of the quadrangle is dominated by ejecta material 
( Ye ) emplaced during the formation of the 260-km diameter Yalode impact basin at about 580 Ma. Rayed 
crater ejecta material ( cr ) is dominant in the eastern part of the quadrangle but also occurs in isolated 
patches up to a distance of 455 km from the 34 km diameter source crater Haulani. The remaining ﬁve ge- 
ological units also represent impact crater materials: degraded rim ( crdeg ), bright crater ( cb ), hummocky 
ﬂoor ( cfh ), talus ( ta ), and crater ( c ) materials. 
Widespread Yalode and Haulani ejecta materials can potentially be utilised as stratigraphic markers. 
Therefore, it is essential to consistently map their full areal extent and to date their formations using 
impact crater statistics. 
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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a  1. Introduction 
The Dawn spacecraft was captured by Ceres’ gravity on 6
March 2015. On-board spacecraft instruments include two iden-
tical Framing Cameras (FC; Sierks et al., 2011 ), a Visible and In-
frared Mapping Spectrometer (VIR; De Sanctis et al., 2011 ), and
a Gamma Ray and Neutron Detector (GRaND; Prettyman et al.,
2011 ). Between April 2015 and August 2016 the Framing Cam-
era acquired panchromatic (clear ﬁlter, F1) and colour (seven ﬁl-∗ Corresponding author at: Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research, 
Justus-von-Liebig-Weg 3, 37077 Göttingen, Germany. 
E-mail address: platz@mps.mpg.de (T. Platz). 
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.08.001 
0019-1035/© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. ers, F2-F8) images ( Sierks et al., 2011 ) of Ceres’ surface from four
onsecutively lower orbits at various spatial ground resolutions:
otation Characterisation 3 (RC3; ∼1.3 km/px [ ∼6.3 px/deg]), Sur-
ey Orbit ( ∼415 m/px [ ∼19.8 px/deg]), High-Altitude Mapping Or-
it (HAMO; ∼140 m/px [ ∼58.6 px/deg]), and Low-Altitude Mapping
rbit (LAMO; ∼35 m/px [ ∼234.4 px/deg]). 
Understanding the geological evolution of dwarf planet Ceres is
ne of the key objectives of the Dawn mission. A ﬁrst major step to
chieve this goal was the initiation of global and quadrangle-based
eological mapping effort s, similar to what has been done at Vesta
 Williams et al., 2014; Yingst et al., 2014 ). The quadrangle scheme
 Fig. 1 ) for the ﬁnal LAMO-based geological map series is based on
he 15-tile HAMO atlas ( Roatsch et al., 2016a ). Each quadrangle was
eologically mapped iteratively on imagery from three mapping
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Fig. 1. Overview of Ceres’ 15 quadrangle high-altitude mapping orbit scheme. note there is a 1 ° latitudinal overlap at 21 °−22 ° N/S and 65 °−66 ° N/S between mid-latitude 
quadrangles. Background image represents Ceres’ relief as hillshade ( ∼137 m/px) derived from the global digital terrain model ( Preusker et al., 2016 ). Red stars highlight the 
eponymous crater for each quadrangle. 
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g  rbits (Survey, HAMO, LAMO) at consecutively higher resolution
e.g., Platz et al., 2015a, 2015b, 2016a ). An initial Survey-based
lobal geological map of Ceres is presented in Buczkowski et al.
2016) . A HAMO-based global geological map at a scale of 1:2.5 M
s currently being produced in parallel ( Mest et al., 2017 ). 
The nomenclature for surface features on Ceres—the Roman
oddess of agriculture, fertility, and motherly love—is based
n international gods and goddesses of agriculture (sensu lato)
nd agricultural festivals. The 68 km diameter Rongo Crater
3.21 °N/348.71 °E) is the eponym for the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle
nd is named after Rongo m ¯a T ¯ane—M ¯aori god of kumara and all
ultivated foods. Due to the quadrangle’s location at equatorial re-
ion it is well illuminated, and therefore, exhibits maximum sur-
ace temperatures of 155 K ( Hayne and Aharonson, 2015 ). The geo-
ogical map of the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle presented in this study
ntroduces and describes nine geological units and discusses the
eological evolution of this region. 
. Methods 
.1. Datasets 
Map bases for geological mapping of the Ac-10 Rongo
uadrangle are the LAMO clear ﬁlter (panchromatic; 0.4–
.0 μm) nadir mosaic (30 m/px) ( Fig. 2 a) and the HAMO-
erived stereophotogrammetry-based Digital Terrain Model (DTM;
37 m/px; Preusker et al., 2016 ) ( Fig. 2 b). Auxiliary datasets include
n uncontrolled composite HAMO anaglyph (100 m/px) ( Fig. 3 ),
n excerpt of the global HAMO-based RGB map (R = 0.97 μm,
 = 0.75 μm, B = 0.44 μm, 100 m/px; Nathues et al., 2016 ) ( Fig. 4 ),
nd a photometrically corrected reﬂectance mosaic obtained at
.55 μm (ﬁlter 2) (Annex 2). Statements in this work about dif-
erent colours occurring on Ceres are based on the RGB map as
eﬁned above. All maps utilise IAU-approved nomenclature and
he Kait longitude system ( Roatsch et al., 2016b ). We note that
hroughout this study the term image resolution is used to refer tomage pixel size with units of metres per pixel or pixels per degree,
lthough it relates to pixel scale or ground sampling dimension. 
During the early LAMO imaging campaign, the surface of Ceres
as ﬁrst recorded in nadir views (cycles 0–4) and then in off-nadir
ointing views (cycles 5–11) (Annex 1). Raw FC clear images (level
A) were converted to radiometrically corrected images (level 1B)
sing the MPS in-house software Calliope and parameters reported
n Schröder et al. (2013) . To create a LAMO-based mosaic, we pro-
essed FC images in equirectangular projection on a sphere of ra-
ius 470 km, centred at 0 °N/0 °E with a resolution of 30 m/px us-
ng the Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS;
orson and Becker, 1997 ). Prior to map-projecting images, a tone-
atching algorithm was applied to remove high contrasts along
mage overlaps. The mosaicking order was chosen such that nadir
mages are located in the foreground and off-nadir images in the
ackground of the mosaic. Only a very few off-nadir images were
eeded to ﬁll the gaps in the nadir mosaic (Annex 1). 
The Rongo composite HAMO anaglyph ( Fig. 3 ) is produced
rom 60 individual anaglyphs using improved spacecraft point-
ng and instrument pointing kernels derived from HAMO stereo-
hotogrammetric processing ( Preusker et al., 2016 ). Selection of
tereo image pairs was advanced following the criteria reported in
ecker et al. (2015) . Colour mosaics have been processed according
o Nathues et al. (2015) and references therein. 
We note that all clear ﬁlter images and mosaics are processed
s 32-bit images, thus keeping the original 14-bit resolution of the
amera. The large dynamical range in digital numbers of 32-bit im-
ges compared to standard 8-bit image products reveal more de-
ail, and hence, support geological mapping efforts. 
.2. Mapping methods 
For the LAMO-based geological mapping campaign ( Williams
t al., 2017, this issue ) a selected and standardised set of symbols
or planetary surface features was compiled from the Digital Carto-
raphic Standard for Geologic Map Symbolisation ( FGDC, 2006 ). This
142 T. Platz et al. / Icarus 316 (2018) 140–153 
Fig. 2. Overview of the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle of Ceres. (A) Framing camera clear-ﬁlter mosaic is composed of individual nadir images taken in Low-Altitude Mapping 
Orbit (LAMO). The mosaic is shown in equirectangular projection with a resolution of 30 m/px. (B) Stereophotogrammetry-based digital terrain model ( ∼137 m/px) derived 
from high-altitude mapping orbit images is superimposed on the LAMO clear-ﬁlter mosaic. Same projection as in (A). 
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Fig. 3. 3D anaglyph of the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle. The unregistered mosaic (100 m/px) is composed of 60 stereo-pair images from high-altitude mapping orbit. Vertical 
exaggeration varies across individual stereo pairs but is on the order of factors 2 and 3. 
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atandard was implemented into an ArcGIS geodatabase and then
rovided by Nass et al. (2011, 2015, 2017 ) for LAMO-based quad-
angle mapping of Ceres. This geodatabase contained the following
eatures: contacts (accurate, approximate, inferred, concealed, and
radational), surface features (e.g., depression, topographic rise),
oint features (e.g., central peak, small tholus), linear features (e.g.,
aised rim of large impact crater, fracture, trough), and the 15-tile
AMO quadrangle boundaries according to Roatsch et al. (2016a) . 
The LAMO-based geological map of the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle
 Fig. 6 ) was created in ArcGIS at a map scale of 1:125 K to be rep-
esented at a print scale of 1:500 K (the geological map presented
n Annex 3 is shown at a scale of 1:1 M). Mapping guidelines re-
arding, for example, minimum length of and minimum spacing
etween linear features are listed in Table 2 of Williams et al.
2017, this issue) . Only three contact types—certain, approximate
nd inferred—were utilised during mapping of the Rongo quad-
angle. Clear (i.e., certain) contact relationships are often indis-
inct, especially for more degraded impact craters and associated
jecta materials. A certain contact is only applied in two instances
t fresh impact craters exposed on the southern ﬂank of Liberalia
ons where a sharp contact is apparent between crater ﬂoor and
rater wall materials. The ‘inferred’ contact type is applied to the
alode sourced ejecta material. Impact craters rims were mapped
s line features for which different symbols were utilised depend-
ng on crater size (raised rim of large impact craters for D ≥10 km
nd raised rim of small impact craters for 5 ≤D < 10 km). Craters
ith diameters less than 5 km were not mapped to avoid clut-
ering. In order to apply diameter-dependent symbols, all impact
raters in the quadrangle were mapped to 5 km diameter using the
rcGIS add-in CraterTools ( Kneissl et al., 2011 ). The symbol ‘buriedmpact crater rim’ was applied, where applicable, to craters larger
han 5 km in diameter. The ‘basin ring’ symbol was only used for
raters with diameters larger than 200 km. In one instance the
obate scarp signature was applied (12.5 °N/348.2 °E). In contrast
o cartographic standards, the hachures here point upscarp since
he base of the scarp is much better deﬁned than the top of the
carp. 
The Rongo quadrangle exhibits substantial topographic relief.
ecause it was impossible to adequately represent broad but sub-
le and partially coalesced topographic rises on the map, main de-
ressions were mapped instead along contour lines. Ahuna Mons
nd an unnamed tholus were mapped on the basis of contacts or
hange in slope. Liberalia Mons is a distinct topographic rise but is
ndistinct from the cratered terrain with respect to surface charac-
eristics; therefore, for its representation on the map, the surface
eature symbol ‘topographic rise or hill’ was applied. 
Primary (LAMO clear-ﬁlter mosaic and HAMO DTM) and aux-
liary (RGB, anaglyph, and reﬂectance; all HAMO) maps were also
iewed in the ISIS image viewer qview to apply customised lin-
ar histogram stretches on the full resolution grey scale imagery.
t is emphasised that the RGB false-colour mosaic was not used
o map lithological units, but it aided identiﬁcation of Haulani-
ourced crater rays. Crater rays were only mapped if visible in the
AMO clear-ﬁlter mosaic. A stippled pattern was applied to indi-
ate the broader extent of thin Haulani-sourced ejecta material ap-
earing in white-to-bluish colours. Note that some mapped crater-
ay polygons are too narrow for an acceptable representation on
he map at print scale. However, in this case the accurate docu-
entation of the Haulani Crater rays and their potential for being
 regional stratigraphic marker outweighed map readability. 
144 T. Platz et al. / Icarus 316 (2018) 140–153 
Fig. 4. Excerpt of the global RGB (R = 0.97 μm, G = 0.75 μm, B = 0.44 μm) colour mosaic of Ceres highlighting the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle and portions of the neighbouring 
Ac-2 Coniraya, Ac-5 Fejokoo, Ac-6 Haulani, Ac-9 Occator, Ac-11 Sintana, and Ac-14 Yalode quadrangles. The false colour white-bluish ejecta material of Haulani Crater is 
clearly visible in this mosaic and individual ejecta rays are traceable into the Rongo quadrangle (cp. Fig. 6 ). The northern rim of the Yalode basin is seen at the bottom left 
of the scene. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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q  2.3. Crater size–frequency distribution analysis 
For crater-based age dating impact craters with diameters
≥800m were mapped as circular-symmetric polygons using the
ArcGIS add-in CraterTools ( Kneissl et al., 2011 ). Note these poly-
gons can appear elliptical or oval depending on data projection,
but crater diameters are calculated independent of applied projec-
tion ( Kneissl et al., 2011 ). For all craters intersecting the counting
area, crater centre coordinates and diameters as well as counting
area vertices and area size, were exported to a spatial crater count
(scc) text ﬁle for crater size–frequency distribution (CSFD) analysis
in the IDL-based software Craterstats ( Michael and Neukum, 2010 ).
Each crater count of a representative area of a single geological
unit was tested for randomness using the two methods described
in Michael et al. (2012) and implemented in Craterstats —the mean
second closest neighbour distance and the standard deviation of
adjacent areas. In case clustering is indicated in a particular root-
2 crater diameter bin, this area is inspected and, if applicable,
excluded from the crater count (i.e., the secondary crater cluster
and its enveloping area are excluded). In the ﬁnal step absolute
model ages are calculated using the lunar-derived production and
chronology functions of Hiesinger et al. (2016) and the Poisson
timing analysis by Michael et al. (2016) . 
For Ceres two approaches exist to obtain absolute model ages
from derived production and chronology functions: the lunar-
derived model and the asteroid-derived model ( Hiesinger et al.,
2016 ). While the lunar-derived model adapts the well-known
lunar chronology and production functions scaled to Ceres’onditions (e.g., surface gravity, impact velocity, target mate-
ial strength), the asteroid-derived model utilises scaling of the
bserved size–frequency distribution of main–belt objects (cf.
iesinger et al., 2016 ). In this study only the lunar-derived
odel functions are discussed because the measured crater
ize–frequency distributions exposed on single geological units
re best represented by the lunar-derived production function.
owever, measured crater size–frequency distributions and de-
ived model ages are documented for both models (Annexes 7
nd 8). 
An at-a-glance visualisation of the spatial distribution of impact
raters is found by utilising kernel density maps. An ArcGIS rou-
ine was used to produce such a map based on the craters’ cen-
re points. To create Fig. 5 b all craters (D ≥1.7 km) intersecting the
uadrangle boundaries are used and the point density per square
ilometre was calculated using the geodetic distance values and
he default radius option for neighbourhood analysis. 
. Regional geology 
.1. Physiographic setting 
The equatorial Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle is deﬁned as the re-
ion 22 °N–22 °S and 288 °–360 °E covering an area of 207,817 km 2 
 Fig. 1 ). It is bordered to the west and east by the quadran-
les Ac-9 Occator ( Buczkowski et al., 2017, this issue ) and Ac-6
aulani ( Krohn et al., 2017, this issue ), respectively. Mid-latitudinal
uadrangles Ac-5 Fejokoo ( Hughson et al., 2017, this issue ) and
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Fig. 5. Distribution of impact craters in the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle. (A) Spatial density of impact craters larger than 1.7 km in diameter superimposed on low-altitude 
mapping orbit clear-ﬁlter mosaic. The deﬁciency of craters in this size range (deep blue colours) observed in the southwestern and eastern portions of the quadrangle is 
correlated with the extent of Yalode and Haulani ejecta materials or the formation of large impact structures such as Rongo, Begbalel, and Hatipowa. Compare this map 
with the geological map presented in Fig. 6 . (B) Distribution of impact craters across the quadrangle for craters > 1.7 km in diameter (black circles) (as shown in A) and 
craters with diameters ranging from 0.8–1.7 km (red circles) for selected 5 ° or 7 °-wide, N-S and E-W trending swaths (blue outlines). Swath numbers are labelled in bold. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. Geological map of the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle of Ceres. High-resolution map sheet is presented in Annex 3. 
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3Ac-14 Yalode ( Crown et al., 2017, this issue ) border the Ac-10 Rongo
Quadrangle to the north and south, respectively. The quadrangle
takes its name from Rongo Crater (3.21 °N/348.71 °E), a complex,
68 km diameter crater located between two subtle topographic
rises to its east and west ( Figs. 2 and 8 ). The total topographic
relief across the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle is 11.1 km ( Fig. 2 ). The
lowest point at −7326 m (altitude measured relative to the best-
ﬁt triaxial ellipsoid 482 km ×482 km ×446 km) is located within
Rongo Crater at 4.9 °N/349.1 °E ( Figs. 2 and 8 a). The low point
within Rongo Crater is also the lowest site on Ceres ( Nathues et al.,
2017 ). Outside Rongo Crater, the lowest elevation is found in a
depression north of Rongo ( −7009 m; 13.2 °N/346.6 °E). The high-st regions are found on a plateau, which is dissected by Samhain
atenae, the summit of Ahuna Mons, and portions of the western
rater rim of Begbalel. The latter claims the highest elevation of
755 m (19.1 °N/315.8 °E). The degraded Begbalel Crater, centred at
7.71 °N/325.35 °E and 102 km in diameter, is the largest preserved
mpact crater within the quadrangle ( Fig. 2 ). Begbalel harbours a
umber of craters up to 24 km in diameter on its ﬂoor. It also
ccommodates a 34 km diameter, near-circular plan-view ediﬁce
ith an elliptical, approximately 1 km deep summit depression.
his depression is breached towards the southeast. The summit
ltitude relative to the immediate surroundings is approximately
200 m. 
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10 km
Fig. 7. The cratered terrain as seen in false-colour RGB imagery (R = 0.97 μm, G = 0.75 μm, B = 0.44 μm). Bright or bluish appearing spots occur within the old surface unit 
as a result of recent exposure by small impact craters. North is up. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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c  The 28.4 km diameter Hatipowa Crater ( −15.4 °N/357.8 °E) is lo-
ated in the southeastern portion of the quadrangle. It is a complex
rater whose southern rim is obliterated by an unnamed 23.9 km
iameter crater. Approximately 97 km to the NNE, the small 0.4 km
iameter crater Kait ( −2.1 °N/0 °E) deﬁnes the prime meridian of
eres ( Roatsch et al., 2016b ). 
Liberalia Mons, centred at 6.02 °N/311.01 °E, measures ∼90 km
cross and rises to ∼4.5 km above its surrounding terrain
 Fig. 2 ). Ahuna ( −10.5 °N/316.2 °E) Mons, a cryovolcanic ediﬁce
 Ruesch et al., 2016 ), towers up to 5 km above its surroundings
nd is located adjacent to a 16.5 km diameter crater ( Fig. 9 ). Note
hat the differential altitude between the summit of Ahuna Mons
3625 m) and the crater ﬂoor is 7583 m. Ahuna Mons has roughly
n elliptical plan-view outline, approximately 19.4 km ×13.8 km
nd is located to its south on a topographic rise that reaches to
n altitude of ∼1400 m below its summit. The steep ( ∼30–40 °)
anks of Ahuna Mons are composed of a bright (high albedo) ma-
erial that has been proposed to consist of salts ( Ruesch et al.,
016 ). Recently, Zambon et al. (2017) concluded that the ediﬁce ex-
ibits high abundances of carbonates and low portions of hydrous
inerals relative to the average surface composition of Ceres. The
ppearance and composition of Ahuna Mons make it Ceres’ most
nique landform and, along with Occator’s bright spots, among the
ost interesting of Dawn’s discoveries. 
The southwestern portion of the Rongo quadrangle is marked
y isolated high-standing terrain dissected by troughs (e.g., Uhola
nd Samhain Catenae; Fig. 2 ). The quadrangle’s southern border re-
ion also hosts a large (200-km diameter) heavily degraded impact
asin ( Fig. 6 ). 
.2. Description of map units 
Geological units prevalent within the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle
nclude the widespread unit cratered terrain ( crt ), tholus mate-
ial ( th ), and impact crater-related materials including crater ma-
erial ( c ), crater material bright ( cb ), crater ray material ( cr ), crater
oor material hummocky ( cfh ), talus material ( ta ; i.e., crater walls),
rater rim material degraded ( crdeg ), and Yalode ejecta material
 Ye ). Contacts have been mapped as ‘certain’ or ‘approximate’ for
ll units except for Yalode ejecta material, where an ‘inferred’ con-act was used. Structural features observed in the quadrangle were
apped as fracture, scarp, lobate scarp, trough or ridge crest. To
eﬂect the topographic terrain, depressions and topographic rises
ere mapped where appropriate using surface feature symbols
depression (mapped to scale)’ and ‘topographic rise or hill’ ( Fig. 6 ).
 stipple pattern (ejecta bright) was applied to visualise the poten-
ial extent of Haulani ejecta material as observed in false colours—
he only ‘map-by-colour-feature’ ( Fig. 4 ). 
.2.1. Cratered terrain (crt) 
Cratered terrain ( crt ) is the most widespread unit across the
urface of Ceres, and it is characterised by the highest, though
ariable, impact-crater densities ( Buczkowski et al., 2016; Hiesinger
t al., 2016; Mest et al., 2017 ). Within the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle
he cratered terrain exhibits a rather homogenous crater density.
rater-based age dating suggests an absolute model age of approxi-
ately 1.8 Ga for this unit (Annex 7; see section Crater-based model
ges ). In false RGB colours as shown in Figs. 4 and 7 , the cratered
errain appears brownish; it exhibits low absolute reﬂectances be-
ween 0.025 and 0.035 at 0.55 μm ( Nathues et al., 2016 ). The stan-
ard site for brownish coloured units on Ceres is deﬁned within
he Rongo quadrangle, approximately 210 km east of Ahuna Mons
 Nathues et al., 2016 ). The surface texture is moderately rugged
nd moderately cratered. Small zones of smoother texture may
ccur as a function of variability in the size–frequency distribu-
ion of small diameter impact craters. Craters (D ≥5km) associated
ith the cratered terrain exhibit morphologies from slightly de-
raded (i.e., only a few craters are superimposed and the rim is
ell deﬁned) to heavily degraded (i.e., major modiﬁcation of crater
im and ﬂoor materials with ejecta material not being identiﬁable).
ote that all impact crater materials mapped as separate units (ex-
ept Yalode ejecta material and the two craters adjacent to Ahuna
ons) are part of the cratering history of the cratered terrain unit.
umerous exposures of small-scale white-to-bluish coloured ma-
erials are observed across the unit. The materials are exposed by
mall impact craters at various locations (e.g., upper crater rims,
rater ﬂoors, ejecta materials). 
Interpretation: The cratered terrain ( ct ) appears to be ancient
rustal material reworked through impact gardening. The near-
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Fig. 8. Selected features present in the Rongo quadrangle. (A) Rongo Crater with a scalloped rim and hummocky-textured ﬂoor deposits. (B) Unnamed crater with polygonal 
outline. This 30.5 km diameter crater is superimposed on the southeastern rim of Begbalel Crater. (C) Two craters excavated bright material on top of Liberalia Mons. (D) 
Close-up of the smaller crater portrayed in (C). Narrow ﬂuidised ejecta ﬂow deposits are observed downslope of this 8 km diameter crater (enhanced FC image 53,309). (E) 
Haulani-sourced crater ray deposits centred at 2.1 °N/342.2 °E (approx. 220 km from source). (F) When Haulani ejecta is emplaced on steep slopes (i.e., crater walls), it can 
mobilise forming slim and thin ﬂow deposits. Image is centred at 6.1 °N/358.2 °E, approx. 87 km from source (enhance FC image 65,568). North is up in all images. Scenes 
shown are excerpt of the low-altitude mapping orbit mosaic unless otherwise noted. 
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Fig. 9. Interpreted cryovolcanic ediﬁces: Ahuna Mons (A) and the unnamed tholus (B) located within Begbalel Crater. In (B) Global Digitial Terrain Model is superimposed 
on low-altitude mapping orbit clear ﬁlter mosaic. 
BA
Fig. 10. Crater size–frequency distributions and best-ﬁt model ages are shown for the cratered terrain ( crt ) and Yalode ejecta material ( Ye ). Further details are provided in 
Annexes 6 and 7. 
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.2.2. Tholus material (th) 
Ahuna Mons ( −10.5 °N/316.2 °E) and the unnamed tholus
20.3 °N/326.3 °E) within Begbalel Crater are distinct topographic
ises ( Fig. 9 ). Ahuna Mons is composed of bright, unconsoli-ated talus material with reﬂectances up to 0.0 6 6 at 0.55 μm. Re-
ectances as low as 0.025 belong to darker material and potentially
esemble ejecta material (see below). The talus is characterised by
mall-scale, downslope oriented grooves and occasional large-scale
oulders or (consolidated/competent) outcrops. A V-shaped ero-
ional feature along the NW margin of the dome’s summit region
ppears to be connected to a dark streak. This provides direct evi-
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Fig. 11. Correlation of geological units observed in the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle based on stratigraphic relations and unit characteristics. For Yalode ejecta material ( Ye ), 
cratered terrain ( crt ), and Haulani crater ray material ( cr ) the observed cumulative number (N cum ) for craters larger or equal to 0.2 km, 1 km, or 2 km are provided and 
normalised to the area size of 10,0 0 0 km 2 . Note for Yalode ejecta material N cum (2 km) only provides the number of craters used in the model-age ﬁt ranges (cf. Annex 7). 
Lunar-derived model (LDM) ages for units crt and Ye and Liberalia Mons and Begbalel Crater are documented in Annexs 6 and 7. The model age for Haulani is reported 
in Schmedemann et al. (2016) ; the value for N cum (0.2 km) is based on this measurement. The benchmark age of 200 Ma for Ahuna Mons is approximated from LDM ages 
reported in Ruesch et al. (2016) . 
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Y  dence that the talus is from mass-wasting of these summit mate-
rials ( Fig. 9 ). There is a sharp, and in some places gradational, con-
tact between ﬂank material and surrounding terrain ( Ruesch et al.,
2016 ). A small debris avalanche deposit is noted at the base of the
NE ﬂank partially burying a small, approximately 0.7-km diameter
crater. The extensively fractured summit region exhibits an elon-
gated central depression with a similar orientation as the ediﬁce.
Similar rugged and highly fractured upper surfaces are also known
from terrestrial (silicic) viscous domes ( Huppert et al., 1982; Platz
et al., 2012; Pallister et al., 2013 ). The summit material has a simi-
lar reﬂectance to the cratered terrain ( ∼0.03 at 0.55 μm). The shal-
lower (c.20–25 °) southern ﬂank of Ahuna Mons is attached to a
topographic rise and does not exhibit bright ﬂank material. A pe-
culiar feature is observed at the lower NW ﬂank. Here, the sur-
rounding regolith appears to be arched upwards (Annex 5). This
morphology may have formed by downslope movement of ejecta
material from the crater immediately to the NW, which was ini-
tially deposited onto the steep northern ﬂanks (i.e., the prevalent
slope exceeds the angle of repose). During the formation of this
16.5 km diameter crater, portions of ejecta material may have also
been emplaced onto the summit potentially mantling bright sum-
mit material. An alternative and more likely scenario for the up-
ward arching of the regolith is that the uplift occurred as a re-
sult of ediﬁce expansion due to intrusion of cryomagmatic mate-
rial. The absence of upwards arched material at the lower eastern
ﬂank suggests ediﬁce growth towards the northeast-to-east by the
continuous and progressive production of talus material. 
The general fresh appearance of Ahuna Mons, crater-based
model ages of approx. 160–210 Ma estimated for the surrounding
terrain, and the 16.5 km crater adjacent to the north ( Ruesch et al.,
2016 ) all suggest that the initial building phase of the cryovol-
canic ediﬁce had been completed around 200 Ma, and that late-
stage eruptive phases occurred subsequently with preferential edi-
ﬁce growth towards the northeast. 
The unnamed tholus located in Begbalel Crater has a near-
circular basal outline and is heavily cratered. It is distinct from Lib-
eralia Mons as it does contain an elliptical, 12 km ×10 km, summit
1  epression oriented NW-SE. Its depth is approximately 1–1.1 km
nd it is breached towards the SE. Although no bright material is
ssociated with this ediﬁce—possibly the result of continuous im-
act gardening and subsequent space weathering—its morphology
uggests a (cryo)volcanic origin. An analysis of the superimposed
rater size–frequency distribution is not straightforward and may
int at a differential resurfacing history similar to what would be
xpected for an ediﬁce built over an extended period of time. The
aximum formation age of the tholus is the formation age of Beg-
alel Crater, which is estimated to be about 1.9 Ga based on the
SFD of superimposed crater (Annex 7). 
Interpretation: The tholus material—Ahuna Mons and the un-
amed tholus located in Begbalel Crater—is interpreted to result
rom emplacement of cryovolcanic ediﬁces based on its morphol-
gy and/or surface characteristics. 
.2.3. Yalode ejecta material (Ye) 
The SW part of the quadrangle differs in surface morphology
nd texture from the cratered terrain ( Fig. 6 ). The terrain here is
ore rugged than the cratered terrain and its rather undulating
opography. It exhibits a number of trough-like features (Samhain
nd Uhola Catenae) and well-preserved scarps. The western por-
ions of Uhola Catenae and the Samhain Catenae present in the
c-9 Occator Quadrangle are oriented radial to the Yalode basin.
he distinctive texture of this region covers a large depression and
 small tholus in the depression interior ( −10.3 °N/292.8 °E). The in-
erred contact of unit Ye is informed by changes in impact crater
ensities, in particular the presence of partially buried craters (e.g.,
he unnamed 32 km crater located at 6.4 °N/299.5 °E and the large
rater immediately south of Ahuna Mons). At map scale, the sur-
ace texture at the immediate vicinity of the inferred contact is in-
istinguishable. It is noted that in FC colour ratio maps (e.g., F8
0.44 μm)/F3 (0.75 μm)) a more northerly extent of Yalode ejecta
aterial is implied (cp. Fig. 2 in Schmedemann et al., 2016 ), al-
hough colour variegation of Ceres’ dark surface is very small.
alode ejecta continues from Yalode’s rim to the south in the Ac-
4 Yalode Quadrangle across the quadrangle boundary with similar
T. Platz et al. / Icarus 316 (2018) 140–153 151 
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(orphology and texture to that seen in the SW of the Rongo quad-
angle ( Crown et al., 2017, this issue ). 
Interpretation: Emplacement of thick Yalode-sourced ejecta ma-
erial in the SW portion of the quadrangle. Dissection of ejecta
aterial is caused by (1) Yalode-induced, post-emplacement sec-
ndary impacts forming furrows or closely spaced crater chains,
hich degrade over time to appear akin to trough-like features
nd/or (2) emplacement of water-ice rich material, which degraded
hrough sublimation forming rugged terrain at proximal to medial
eaches. The enclosed depression could represent a former large
mpact structure with the small tholus being the tip of a central
eak. 
.2.4. Impact crater materials (c–cb–cfh–ta–cr–crdeg) 
Crater materials comprise degraded crater rim material ( crdeg )
nd crater ﬂoor (crater ﬂoor material hummocky—cfh), talus (i.e.,
rater wall material—ta ), and ejecta materials. The latter are di-
ided into crater material (undivided—c ), bright crater material ( cb )
nd crater ray material ( cr ) ( Fig. 6 ). 
Bright crater material ( cb ) consists of high-albedo material (re-
ectance up to 0.06 at 0.55 μm) intermixed with “average” sur-
ace material and occurs within ejecta, crater ﬂoor, rim and talus
aterials. The areal proportion of bright material is minor rela-
ive to the extent of remaining crater material unit. The occur-
ence of bright material with a typical white to bluish appearance
s easily detected in false colour RGB or colour ratio maps. Bright
rater material is associated with fresh (i.e., young) to slightly de-
raded craters. The exception is the unnamed crater within Beg-
alel Crater, where bright material with reﬂectance values up to
.06 at 0.55 μm is re-exposed by small impact craters. 
Hummocky crater ﬂoor materials ( cfh ) are present in transi-
ional complex and complex craters, which are typically larger
han 10 km in diameter ( Hiesinger et al., 2016 ). In addition to the
ummocky texture a subdued ridged morphology is observed. On
he ﬂoor of young craters large boulders > 100 m in diameter are
resent. 
Talus material ( ta ) refers to unconsolidated crater wall materials
orming slopes of 27 °−50 ° (typically 30 °−40 °). Only in rare occur-
ences isolated, consolidated exposures are present near the rim
rest. 
Rayed crater material ( cr ) is associated with ejecta mate-
ial sourced from Haulani Crater (34 km in diameter) and varies
n thickness, partially or fully covering pre-existing topography
 Figs. 4 and 6 ). Single, isolated patches of rayed material are
ound up to 455 km from source ( Fig. 8 e and f). At medial to
istal reaches, individual rays exhibit decreasing thickness from
he centre to the margins and with increasing distance from the
ource (i.e., ejecta ray thickness decreases laterally and longitu-
inally). The texture of rayed material is smooth with a typ-
cal diffuse appearance. If steep slopes are prevalent (i.e., pre-
xisting crater walls), thin lobate ﬂows developed following ejecta
mplacement. Note that many prevailing small bright-to-bluish
pots within cratered terrain material may represent exposure of
aulani-sourced secondary impacts. 
In three instances (near Ahuna Mons and Rongo Crater),
apped crater ejecta material ( c ) is neither bright nor rayed.
he deposits appear relatively smooth and boulders are present
ear the rim of fresh craters. Occasionally subdued radial stria-
ions are observed. The degraded crater rim material ( crdeg ) is
imilar in texture to the cratered terrain. The arcuate shape is
nly discernible in the DTM, although in places, minor variations
n lighting and shading of the slightly steeper inner rim hint
t a subdued positive landform. The degraded crater rim is also
apped (and better recognisable) in the adjacent Yalode quadran-
le ( Crown et al., 2017, this issue ). .3. Crater-based model ages 
Impact craters—the dominant geological features in the
uadrangle—can be utilised by analysing their size frequency dis-
ribution to estimate absolute model ages of planetary geological
urface units (e.g., Arvidson et al., 1979; Platz et al., 2013; Hiesinger
t al., 2016 ). The crater density of a given area can be visualised
y using kernel density maps (see method section). Fig. 5 a shows
 kernel density map for the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle, in which
egions of lower crater density (deep blue) alternate with areas of
igher density (brown). Comparing this map to the geological map
 Fig. 6 ) it is apparent that crater deﬁciency in some areas is caused
y the formation and emplacement of crater materials. The SW
ortion of the quadrangle is affected by the emplacement of Yalode
jecta, while the mid-northern and eastern regions are inﬂuenced
y the formation of craters Begbalel, Rongo, Hatipowa, and Haulani
ith subsequent destruction and/or burial of pre-existing smaller
raters. 
Recognising and mapping the extent of Yalode ejecta material
 Ye ) is challenging, especially in its distal portions (cf. Crown et al.,
017, this issue ). The contact with cratered terrain is diﬃcult to
dentify precisely. That Yalode ejecta was deposited within the Ac-
0 Rongo Quadrangle is absolutely certain, given that the rim of
his 260-km diameter basin is located only 35 km south of the
uadrangle border. Because no direct contact relations of ejecta
aterials and the cratered terrain can be observed for any older
nd degraded large impact structure, crater size–frequency dis-
ributions were utilised to inform geological mapping effort s and
o explore the potential extent of Yalode ejecta material. There-
ore, all craters larger than 1.7 km diameter across the quadrangle
ere mapped ( Fig. 5 ). The reduced crater density at 12 °N/288 °E
 Fig. 5 a), or approx. 320 km north of Yalode’s rim and anything to
he south and southeast from this point, may reﬂect a resurfacing
vent, i.e., the emplacement of Yalode ejecta. The mapped extent
f Yalode ejecta material ( Ye ) extends from the basin rim to dis-
ances between 210 km to 295 km ( Fig. 6 ). All craters larger than
00 m in diameter were mapped in 5 °−7 ° wide swaths to verify
his initial result and to also potentially date the Yalode impact
nd explore the effects of this resurfacing event on smaller im-
act craters. Swath locations are based on the global 5 ° graticule
nd changes in crater density are observed (red circles in Fig. 5 b).
or the crater population of D ≥1.7 km mapped on Yalode ejecta, a
odel age of 530 ±40 Ma results. For the higher resolution count
f unit Ye (portion of swath #1), a model age of 580 ±40 Ma is
stimated (Annex 7). These model ages are in agreement with the
ormation age of Yalode (580 ±40 Ma) as reported in Crown et al.
2017, this issue) where the entire mapped Yalode ejecta extent
cross the Occator, Rongo, Urvara, Yalode, and Zadeni quadrangles
as used as counting area. 
In order to explore potential crater density variations of
he cratered terrain within the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle, all
raters with D ≥1.7 km and for selected swaths all craters with
 ≥0.8 km were mapped (see above; Fig. 5 ). For the entire unit
rt (D ≥1.7 km), a best-ﬁt model age of 1.8 ±0.1 Ga is determined
 Fig. 10 ). A similar model age (1.8 ±0.2 Ga) for unit crt is de-
ived from the combined area of swaths 1–5 (D ≥0.8 km). Note
or swaths 3 and 5, best-ﬁt model ages are 1.8 ±0.2 Ga and
.7 ±0.2 Ga, respectively (Annex 7). The result from swath 4
approx. 1.9 ±0.4 Ga) does not match the production function of
iesinger et al. (2016) (Annex 7). It is noted that the CSFD of swath
 records a resurfacing event at 520 ±20 Ma ( Fig. 10 ). This event
ikely reﬂects the formation of the Yalode basin, and in turn, in-
icates a more northerly extent of its ejecta material beyond the
nferred extent of unit Ye ( Fig. 6 ). Liberalia Mons exhibits a sur-
ace texture indistinct from the cratered terrain—so does its CSFD
1.7 ±0.2 Ga) (Annex 7). 
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 The crater size–frequency distribution of the unnamed tholus
within Begbalel Crater remains elusive (Annex 7). However, a min-
imum formation age of 1.9 (1 σ : + 0.5 Ga, −0.4 Ga) for the tholus is
estimated by using the impact crater population superimposed on
Begbalel Crater (Annex 7). 
4. Geological evolution 
Detailed geological mapping of surface textures and landforms
prevalent within the Ac-10 Rongo Quadrangle revealed nine ge-
ological units of which one unit—tholus material ( th )—is distinct
from otherwise dominant impact crater materials ( Fig. 6, Fig. 11 ).
The oldest unit is a degraded rim ( crdeg ) of a c. 200 km diame-
ter impact basin. The most widespread unit within the quadrangle
is the cratered terrain ( crt ) which formed at about 1.8 Ga. The un-
named tholus within Begbalel Crater is tentatively interpreted to
be a volcanic ediﬁce. Its formation age is diﬃcult to constrain but
it postdates the formation of Begbalel Crater (1.8 ±0.4 Ga). At ap-
proximately 580 Ma a major impact event occurred on Ceres form-
ing the 260 km diameter Yalode basin. A large portion of ejecta
material was deposited with the Rongo quadrangle. The forma-
tion age of Yalode is given in Crown et al. (2017, this issue) at
580 ±40 Ma. 
The cratered terrain is Ceres’ most widespread surface unit
( Buczkowski et al., 2016; Mest et al., 2017 ), and its strong variation
in crater density across the globe ( Hiesinger et al., 2016 ) suggests a
rather heterogeneous geological history. Lunar-derived model ages
for the cratered terrain determined within different quadrangles
vary considerably within the range 1.4–3.4 Ga ( Pasckert et al., 2017,
this issue; Schulzeck et al., 2017, this issue; Scully et al., 2017, this
issue; Williams et al., 2017, this issue ). The crater size–frequency
distribution mapped on the cratered terrain within the Rongo
quadrangle, however, appears homogeneous. The observed large
variation in model ages for the cratered terrain could be related to
the formation of very large impact basins, which may only be iden-
tiﬁed in gravity and ﬁltered topography data ( Marchi et al., 2016 ). 
Ahuna Mons is a cryovolcanic ediﬁce that formed through ex-
ogenous and endogenous dome growth, i.e., through extrusion and
inﬂation due to intrusion of cryomagma under the dome’s crust
( Ruesch et al., 2016 ). Placing time constraints on the evolution of
Ahuna Mons proves diﬃcult due to its enormous dimensions and
the time needed to construct such an ediﬁce and the low preserva-
tion potential of impact craters on steep slopes inhibiting reliable
crater-based age estimates. Although the initial ediﬁce-building
phase could have started before the formation of the Yalode basin
based on contact relations (i.e., SE portion of the ediﬁce and the
lack of smooth talus), most of the present-day ediﬁce was em-
placed at about 200 Ma ( Ruesch et al., 2016 ). The sharp contact be-
tween ﬂank material and the surrounding terrain to the northwest,
north, and northeast, however, may suggest a late-stage growth
phase at 200 Ma. 
More recently at ∼2.5 Ma, the 34 km diameter crater Haulani
formed ( Schmedemann et al., 2016 ); portions of its ejecta blan-
ket and rays were emplaced within the Rongo quadrangle. Haulani
Crater rays serve as upper stratigraphic marker horizon for some
impact crater materials ( Fig. 6 ). 
Six smaller impact craters excavated bright sub-surface material
mapped as bright crater material ( cb ). Five of those craters exhibit
relatively fresh to slightly degraded crater morphologies implying
rather recent formation ages. The smaller of the two craters atop
Liberalia Mons ( Fig. 8 c and d) exhibits ﬂuidised ejecta ﬂows similar
to those observed at Haulani Crater ( Krohn et al., 2016 ). One crater
located within Begbalel Crater is moderately to heavily degraded.
Originally its ejecta contained bright material at the surface which
was either blanketed by foreign ejecta or matured optically (i.e.,
darkened) over time (cf. Schmedemann et al., 2016 ). Buried brightaterial has then been re-exposed by subsequent primary and sec-
ndary impact events. 
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